**Gender queer : A Memoir**
by Maia Kobabe (e/em/eir) - YG 306.76 KOBABE
Started as a way to explain to eir family what it means to be nonbinary and asexual, Gender Queer is more than a personal story: it is a useful and touching guide on gender identity--what it means and how to think about it--for advocates, friends, and humans everywhere.

**You brought me the ocean**
by Alex Sanchez (he/him) - YG SUPERHERO
Jake Hyde yearns for the ocean and is determined to leave his hometown in New Mexico for a college on the coast, and while his family and friends encourage him to stay, he must deal with his secrets of being gay and some strange new blue markings on his skin giving him a glow when he touches water.

**Juliet takes a breath**
by Gabby Rivera (she/her) - YG RIVERA
“Juliet, a self-identified queer, Bronx-born Puerto Rican-American, comes out to her family to disastrous results the night before flying to Portland to intern with her feminist author icon--whom Juliet soon realizes has a problematic definition of feminism that excludes women of color”

**That Blue Sky Feeling, Volume 1**
by Okura - YG OKURA
Outgoing high school student Noshiro finds himself drawn to Sanada, the school outcast, who is rumored to be gay. Rather than deter Noshiro, the rumor makes him even more determined to get close to Sanada, setting in motion a bittersweet tale of first love.
Heartstopper, Volume 1
by Alice Oseman (she/they) - YG OSEMAN
A heartwarming celebration of friendship, first love and coming out follows the unlikely relationship between a shy teen and a popular rugby player who become more than friends while navigating the ups and downs of high school.

Our dreams at dusk, Volume 1
by Yuhki Kamatani (they/them) - YG KAMATANI
Not only is high schooler Tasuku meets a mysterious woman who leads him to a group of people dealing with problems not so different from his own.

Nimona
by Noelle Stevenson (he/she/they) - YG STEVENSON
Lord Blackheart, a villain with a vendetta, and his sidekick, Nimona, an impulsive young shapeshifter, must prove to the kingdom that Sir Goldenloin and the Institution of Law Enforcement and Heroics aren’t the heroes everyone thinks they are.

Sweet blue flowers, Volume 1
by Takako Shimura (she/her) - YG SHIMURA
When Fumi runs into Akira, her best friend from kindergarten, commuting to high school, she is glad to have her back in her life, and when Fumi’s first love gets married, Akira helps Fumi deal with her broken heart.

Mooncakes
by Suzanne Walker (she/her) - YG WALKER
When teen witch Nova Huang discovers that her childhood crush, Tam Lang, is a werewolf, they team together to face dark forces who are eager to claim the magic of wolves.

The bride was a boy
by Chii (she/her) - YG 306.768 CHII
Shortly after Chii starts transitioning, she meets a man who is instantly enamored by her, and although he is surprised when Chii eventually tells him she used to live as a guy, he still wants to go out with her.

How to Be Ace : A Memoir of Growing Up Asexual
by Rebecca Burgess (they/them) - GY 306.762 BURGESS
This graphic memoir follows Rebecca as she navigates her asexual identity and mental health in a world obsessed with sex. From school to work to relationships, this book offers an unparalleled insight into asexuality.

Hana & Hina : after school, Volume 1
by Milk Morinaga (she/her) - YG MORINAGA
Hana and Hina are two dissimilar girls working at the same shop, who find common ground when it comes to all things cute, including each other, but part-time jobs are against school rules and the girls try to keep their jobs and relationship secret.

Fence, Volume 1
by C. S Pacat (she/her/he/him) - YG PACAT
Nicholas, the illegitimate son of a fencing champion, gets his chance to prove himself in the sport when he is accepted to an elite private school, but he must compete against his annoying roommate and his half brother.

Love me for who I am, Volume 1
by Kata Konayama - YG KONAYAMA
Mogumo is a cute but lonely non-binary high school student who just wants a few loving friends. When fellow student Iwaoka Tetsu invites Mogumo to work at an untraditional maid café, Mogumo is hopeful that things are looking up.